Information Sharing and Data Protection in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice

Towards Harmonised Data Protection Principles for Information Exchange at EU-level

Privacy and data protection in police work and law enforcement cooperation has always been a challenging issue.

Features
- First comprehensive overview of data exchange possibilities and data protection rights in the area of freedom, security and justice
- Evaluates for the first time data protection rights in this special area after the Lisbon Treaty entered into force
- Includes suggestions for improvements which would improve the respect of the right to data protection in the field of data exchange in the area of freedom, security and justice

Contents
Introduction.- Data Protection Standard in the AFSJ.- AFSJ Actors in the Light of the European Data Protection Standard.- Cooperation and Data Exchange of the AFSJ Actors and Their Compliance with the European Data Protection Standard.- Perspectives and Suggestions for Improvement.- Concluding Remarks.
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Outer Space
An Ever Growing Issue in Society and Politics

Contents
Preface of the Editors.- Preface of the Editor of the Series "Studies in Space Policy".- Part 1: Outer space – A fascinating issue.- 1.1 Human life in space.- 1.2 Exploration and utilisation of space.- 1.3 Prospects for space activities.- Part 2: Outer space – A legal issue.- 2.1 International aspects of technology controls.- 2.2 International law and the role of the United Nations.- 2.3 Space law – An independent branch of the legal system.- 2.4 Comparability of data protection.- 2.5 Level of regulation / Sources of space law.- 2.6 Institutional Aspects.- Part 3: Outer space – A legal issue.- 3.1 Origins of space law and the role of the United Nations.- 3.2 Space law – An independent branch of the legal system.- 3.3 Comparability of data protection.- 3.4 Level of regulation / Sources of space law.- 3.5 Institutional Aspects.- Part 4: "Hot" issues and their handling.- 4.1 The privatization and commercialisation of outer space.- 4.2 Space and security.- 4.3 Space and sustainability: Improving life on Earth.- 4.4 Space and its sustainable uses.- 4.5 Soft law.- 4.6 International aspects of technology controls.- 4.7 Data policies: A survey of principles and trends.- 4.8 International space law and developing countries.- Part 5: Outer Space – Opportunities for Austria.- 5.1 History.- 5.2 Activities and Trends.- 5.3 Changes on the horizon.- Annex: Spaceflight – Time line of key events.- Links.- Selected Books and Journals on Space Law.- Authors (short biographies).- Abbreviations.- Index.
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Territorial Integrity in a Globalizing World
International Law and States’ Quest for Survival

This book offers a comprehensive, highly informative and interdisciplinary study on territorial integrity and the challenges of globalization, self-determination and external interventions. This study aims at not only to fill an epistemological gap in this regard, but also answer the question of whether International Law is adequately equipped to help states address these challenges. The author argues that the biggest threat that many states are confronted with today is their disintegration rather than their obsolescence, and that International Law has not often been able to prevent that eventuality. In fact, states, when they were not destroyed by war, managed to survive, thanks to the flexibility of territoriality, i.e. their ability to adjust to difficult situations as they arose.

Contents
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eHealth: Legal, Ethical and Governance Challenges
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Insurance Systems in Times of Climate Change
Insurance of Buildings Against Natural Hazards

Natural disasters such as large-scale flooding are on the increase. Climate change directly affects our basis of existence. This includes residential buildings, and commercial and industrial properties. The author highlights the requirements that will have to be met by a protection system for buildings in the future. Insurance against natural hazards lies at the heart of such a system. The insurance systems of Germany, France, Spain, Switzerland and the USA are presented. The author explains what type of insurance system is best suited to meet the challenge of climate change. The starting point of the legal section is statutory insurance with a monopoly. The question of whether such insurance is compatible with Swiss and EU law is examined.

Contents
Challenge: Climate Change as the Starting Situation.- Global Climate Change.- Climate Change in Switzerland.- Consequences for Insurance Against Natural Hazards.- Insurance Systems Today.- Types of Insurance Systems.- Germany.- France.- Spain.- Switzerland.- USA.- Interim Conclusion - Suitable Protection System Against Natural Hazards in Response to Climate Change.- Overview of Requirements.- The Appropriate Response to Climate Change.- Legitimacy of Statutory Insurance Against Natural Hazards.- Admissibility Under Swiss Law.- EU Compatibility of the KGV Statutory Insurance System.
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M. Reimann, University of Michigan Law School, Ann Arbor, MI, USA (Ed.)

Cost and Fee Allocation in Civil Procedure
A Comparative Study

Features
► Provides a broad and diverse picture of cost and fee allocation rules globally
► A unique insight representing more than 60% of the world population
► Invaluable guide to academics and practitioners on the implications of cost and fee allocation
► Explains the similarities and differences between the systems

Contents
Part 1 General Report.- Cost and Fee Allocation in Civil Procedure - A Comparative Study; Mathias Reimann.- Part 2 National Reports.- Australia; Camille Cameron.- Austria; Marianna Roth.- Belgium; Ilse Samoy Vincent Sagaert.- Brazil Alexandre Alcino de Barros and Silvia Julio Bueno de Miranda.- Canada; Patrick Glen.- Czech Republic; Jan Hurdík.- England and Wales; Richard Moorhead.- Finland; Jarkko Männistö.- France; Nicolas Cayrol.- Germany; Burkhard Hess and Rudolf Huebner.- Greece; Kalliopi Makridou.- India; Neela Badami.- Israel; Talia Fisher and Rosen Zviti.- Italy; Alessandra de Luca.- Japan; Manabu Wagatsuma.- Korea; Gyooho Lee.- Macau; Cândida da Silva Antunes Pires.- Netherlands; Marco Loos.- Russia; Alena Zaytseva.- Scotland; Greg Gordon.- Slovenia; Nina Betetto.- Spain; Francisco Lopez Simo and José Angel Torres-Lana.- Sweden; Martin Sunnqvist.- Switzerland; Caspar Zellweger.- United States; James Maxeiner.- Author biographies.- Index.
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